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once the malware has infected the target computer, it will begin doing its dirty work by reading
files, checking for updates, capturing keystrokes, making a list of installed programs, monitoring
running processes and performing a ddos against the victim’s network connection. it also allows
its creators to perform a number of other tasks, including taking screenshots, running a program
or blocking a file with a given extension. it can also take complete control of a computer system

and make it into a remote access trojan. this one is a very special rat. you can get this one with a
ready-made configuration tool for free. the infection process is very simple. there are a couple of
sites available where you can download the malware in different languages, and once you have

downloaded the infected file, double-click on it and follow the instructions. the best thing is, even
though blackshades is a piece of malware, it is also an antivirus and security tool, at the very

least. the guys behind it have made it very easy to remove and the majority of people cant even
be bothered to bother to remove it. if you have some kind of interest in this topic, you can view

our review of blackshades to see what it does and how it can be removed. if you do end up
downloading a torrent file that is hosting blackshades, it is highly advised to remove it, this is the
reason why the creators of blackshades made it so easy to do so, you can remove it with just a
couple of clicks. finally, if you download a malicious torrent file, using bittorrent or another p2p
software, and this is the first time youve heard about blackshades, just be sure to delete the
torrent file immediately and then check for a way to remove the malicious torrent file. if you

cannot find any, then you are infected and should seek immediate help!
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thanks to the
technology that the fbi
used to gain access to
the blackshades rat, it
was able to identify the
individuals behind the
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software. you can learn
more about the case by

reading the unsealed
indictment, which
contains extensive
details about the

criminal conspiracy,
and the fbi’s

investigation that led to
the indictment.

microsoft has been
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working with the fbi
and other law

enforcement agencies
to investigate and seize

the servers and
domains used to

control blackshades,
venizelos said. in

addition, many of the
people behind

blackshades have been
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using the tor network to
communicate online.

there are several
reasons why i believe

blackshades is so
dangerous. for one, it is
extremely easy to use.
that is not to say that
its creators are not

smart, but its very easy
to use. it looks like a
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calculator so that it can
get onto a system

without much
detection. once it does,

it connects to its
command and control

servers and starts
sending information to
them. its even easier to

use than darkcomet
was. the creators of
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blackshades made an
effort to make it look

like it was a calculator,
and even included an
icon showing it was a

calculator in the
application. the first

issue is that it is easy
to use and that makes

it easy to access a
system. also, the
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creators of blackshades
made sure that it was

completely
undetectable. as i

stated earlier, it looks
like a calculator, but its
not. it can even detect
if an antivirus program
is running and will shut
itself down. they went

to great lengths to
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make it as
undetectable as

possible. blackshades
net is an advanced

remote administration
tool used to control

targeted computers for
the purposes of

hacking, stealing
information and/or
data. it works by
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uploading a self-
contained remote
management tool

called blackshades that
is used by the attacker
to install itself on the

targeted computer and
then, once infected, it

will begin
communicating with

the hacker’s server via
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a tcp connection.
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